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Cryptography

PROF. DR. JOACHIM VON ZUR GATHEN, KONSTANTIN ZIEGLER

6. Assignment: Chinese distribution and Pohlig-Hellman for

discrete logarithms

(Due: Wednesday, 10 December 2008, 1340, b-it bitmax)

Exercise 6.1 (DLP with CRT and Pohlig-Hellman). (11 points)

Let G be the multiplicative group Z
×

73
. Consider the two elements g = 5 and

x = 6.

(i) Verify that g is a generator of G. 2

(ii) Compute a = dlogg x as follows: Determine a modulo 8 from x9 = (g9)a. 3
(The order of g9 is 8.) Determine a modulo 9 from x8 = (g8)a. (The order
of g8 is 9.) Combine these two congruences to compute a modulo 72.

Now let G = Z
×

163
, g = 7 and x = 20.

(iii) Prove that ord(g) = 162. 2

(iv) Compute a = dlogg x as follows: Determine a modulo 2 from x81 = (g81)a 4
as in (ii). To determine a modulo 81 we modify our approach.

Let ã = a rem 81, x̃ = x2 and g̃ = g2, so that ã is determined by
x̃ = g̃ã. The idea is now, to use the p-adic extension ã =

∑
3

i=0
ai3

i with
ai ∈ {0, 1, 2}. Deduce the value of a0 from x̃27 = (g̃27)ã = (g̃27)a0 . (Give
a justification for the last equality.) After that consider x̃9 = (g̃9)ã =
(g̃9)a0(g̃27)a1 to deduce a1. (Again, justify the last equality.) Continue to
compute ã and combine it with the result for a modulo 2 to obtain a.
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Exercise 6.2. (3 points)

You and your bank want to agree on a common key via the Diffie-Hellman 3
protocol in a multiplicative group Z

×

p . You know that in order to do so, a
large prime number p has to be chosen and a generator for the multiplicative
group Z

×

p has to be determined. These may be tedious tasks.

As part of their Christmas campaign, the hardware company PIERPONTPRIMES-
UNLIMITED advertises their exceptionally fast and cheap hardware for compu-
tations in specific multiplicative groups Z

×

p . Your bank has received a tempting
offer, where p is the following 1024-bit prime number:

107313728214633881402529727601234051403339214228664318228\
594610689786788510081514444448995981953428599841775383351\
951139720719345087913170517242877080174958539637745468107\
816500403651171504387721743806870756270010931915093460113\
178239400149273770492545819805495452964968476117438596882\
036667823702963803652097

Of course, a long list of generators is included, so they would also spare them-
selves the work of searching for one of those.

Now, your bank turns to you: Since those two pieces of information (the cho-
sen group and the chosen generator) are public anyways, there seems to be no
reason to reject this offer.

Reply to this and justify your answer. (You may assume that the hardware
really does the computations as claimed and nothing else.)

(Hint: To spare you the nuisance of copying 309 decimal digits, there is a text-
file containing p on the course-webpage.)


